**Important Points of Work for Islamic Workers**

Shah Abdul Hannan

1. Regularly read Quran, meaning of Quran, Hadith books with commentary, Life of Prophet (sm), life of major Sahabis, History of Khulafae Rashidin, history of Islam.

2. Read books of the major scholars like Allama Iqbal, Syed Abul Ala Maududi, Yusuf al Qaradawi, Syed Qutb, Rashid Ghanoushi, Tariq Ramadan, Umar Chapra, Ismail Razi al Faruqi and such important writers.

3. Observe Ibadah, avoid prohibitions, encourage people to offer Salat, encourage women to observe Hijab.

4. Organise Islamic class/ run such class/ attend Islamic class.

5. Distribute Islamic books/ cuttings of Islamic articles/ establish Islamic library in your area/ write articles and letters in newspapers/ face book/ reply to false propaganda against Islam.

6. Try to remove poverty from your area with the help of others.

7. Start Islamic class in family.

8. Make yourself competent by more reading and acquiring other skills.

9. To be expert in internet / in Dawah/ be active Dayee/ help Islamic organizations.

10. Be competent in English/ your own language/ Arabic, Try to establish Justice in all sectors/ keep good relations with all.
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